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Giraffes Can't Dance

2015-12-17

number one bestseller giraffes can t dance from author giles andreae has been delighting children for over 20 years gerald the tall giraffe would love to join in with the other animals at

the jungle dance but everyone knows that giraffes can t dance or can they a funny touching and triumphant picture book story about a giraffe who finds his own tune and confidence too

with joyful illustrations from guy parker rees and a foiled cover wonderfully funny independent a fantastically funny and wonderfully colourful romp of a picture book all toddlers should

grow up reading this or hearing their parents read it aloud to them daily telegraph a joyful read about an outsider who finds acceptance on his own terms there s also a simple moral

about tolerance and daring to be different junior

Love from Giraffes Can't Dance

2021-01-07

this magical moonlit rhyme is ideal for sharing and reading aloud with loved ones and as a sturdy board book it s perfect for even the littlest hands the perfect gift to say i love you on

valentine s day or at any time of the year

Giraffes Can't Dance Animal Annual

2014-08-07

join gerald as he gets ready for the most anticipated annual event of the animal calendar the jungle dance will he be able to put together his dance moves in time perhaps with a little

help in the form of sticker activities and colouring in fun gerald will shine on the jungle dancefloor packed with activities galore including a sticker jigsaw animal counting fun shimmy

shadow match a moonlit maze a dancing game and even a funky monkey groovy smoothie recipe and over 200 stickers and a fab colouring section at the end of the book this annual



will keep children busy for hours giraffes can t dance is an internationally bestselling book with over 1 75 million copies sold worldwide this annual includes excerpts from the story so that

gerald fans new and old will be able to enjoy his jolly jungle japes

All Afloat on Noah's Boat

2016-04-07

animals of all shapes and sizes abound in this much loved funny alternative take on the story of noah s ark noah s amazing rainbow ark is busy and noisy and it s not long before the

animals begin to get cabin fever clever old noah hatches a plan for an incredible creature cabaret to get the ark swinging again but what amazing act will appear for the finale filled with

exciting rhythm and rhyme by tony mitton and bold bright illustrations by guy parker rees illustrator of the bestselling giraffes can t dance come and join in the clap along dance along fun

K Is for Kissing a Cool Kangaroo

2009-12

for use in schools and libraries only a picture book that puts a new twist on the alphabet with fun filled descriptions for each letter and clever illustrations

Elephant Me

2020-10-15

the empowering story of little elephant num num who discovers the importance of simply being you from the creators of international bestseller and much loved classic giraffes can t

dance it s time for the elephant games one by one the young elephants compete to impress king elephant mighty and earn their elephant name nina is the strongest so she becomes

elephant strong norcus is the loudest so he becomes elephant noisy little elephant num num thinks he will never discover his own special talent until he learns that the very best thing



you can be is you giraffes can t dance has been a much loved family favourite for over 20 years and has sold over 7 million copies worldwide

The Chimpanzees of Happytown

2009

a feel good picture book from the creative duo behind the best selling giraffes can t dance life is no fun for the chimps in drabsville the mayor demands that all their houses look the

same and that no one should have a good time but things take a more colourful turn when chutney the chimpanzee arrives carrying a tiny seed in a box follow the story of chutney as he

and his beautiful tree help to spread colour and happiness throughout the town in this positive story about caring for other people and for the surrounding environment children will love

joining in with giles andreae s bouncy rhyming text and spotting all the humorous details in guy parker rees s bright bold illustrations

Barnyard Dance!

2023-05-02

get ready to do si do in the barnyard with sandra boynton s bestselling toe tapping barnyard dance now available in an oversized lap edition join twirling pigs fiddle playing cows and

other unforgettable animals in their barnyard dance with rhythmic rhyming text this book is guaranteed to get kids and adults spinning swinging and prancing with the high spirited cast of

characters it s big fun from sandra boynton in the big big size of this favorite board book stomp your feet clap your hands everybody ready for a barnyard dance

Down by the Cool of the Pool

2002

frog and the other animals have a dancing good time both in and out of the water in the cool of the pool



The Lion Who Wanted To Love

2015-12-17

from the author of international bestseller giraffes can t dance comes this feel good rhyming story about a brave little lion who dares to be different leo isn t like other lion cubs instead of

chasing zebras and antelopes he wants to make friends with them but can a lion who s so different ever fit in with the rest of his pride learn how leo s kindness brings happiness to the

jungle in this colourful picture book story winner of the red house children s book award

Dinosaurumpus!

2009-03-01

rhymes and illustrations feature a triceratops brontosaurus and even a tyrannosaurus as they run boom shake and shudder their way to the sludgy old swamp and rock the night away to

the dinosaurumpus beat

The Ants Who Couldn't Dance

2022-01-01

when the music starts playing everyone can dance except the ants they can lift build and dig so why can t they twirl dip and jig as the ants try to dance they discover they are better

together in this toe tapping tale that shows the value of cooperation and teamwork readers will laugh and dance along with this whimsically illustrated story that encourages creative

problem solving and inspires even the littlest among us to pursue big dreams



How Do You Dance?

2019-08-06

get ready to bop bounce and shake with this board book edition ofthe hit picture book from the acclaimed author of alfie and fraidyzoo there are so many ways to dance you can jiggle or

wiggle or stomp you can bop or bounce or go completely nuts you can dance at the market or the bus stop with your fingers or your face you can dance because you re happy or even

because you re sad but what s the best way to dance exactly how you want to in how do you dance award wining author illustrator thyra heder explores dance in all of its creativity

humor and most of all joy in a celebration of personal expression that will inspire young and old readers alike to get up and get moving

Giraffes Can't Dance

2019-09-03

originally published great britain orchard books london 1999

Winter Dance

2017

a fox wonders how he should prepare for the coming winter but what other animals advise will not work for him until another fox comes to his aid

Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?

2003-12-16



who says elephants can t dance sums up lou gerstner s historic business achievement bringing ibm back from the brink of insolvency to lead the computer business once again offering a

unique case study drawn from decades of experience at some of america s top companies mckinsey american express rjr nabisco gerstner s insights into management and leadership

are applicable to any business at any level ranging from strategy to public relations from finance to organization gerstner reveals the lessons of a lifetime running highly successful

companies

Rumble in the Jungle

2015-12-17

come into the jungle for a noisy rhyming animal adventure in this colourful read aloud picture book there s a rumble in the jungle there s a whisper in the trees the animals are waking up

and rustling the leaves little ones will love looking at the colourful pictures and joining in with all the great sound words as they discover lots of exciting jungle animals including lions

elephants chimpanzees zebras hippos and more each page introduces a different animal with a short read aloud rhyme from the author of international bestseller giraffes can t dance

Frank Was a Monster Who Wanted to Dance

2011-10-21

frank was a monster who wanted to dance so he put on his hat and his shoes made in france and opened a jar and put ants in his pants so begins this monstrously funny deliciously

disgusting horrifyingly hilarious story of a monster who follows his dream keith graves wacky illustrations and laugh out loud text will tickle the funny bone and leave readers clamoring for

an encore



All the World

2011-03-22

this simple profound caldecott honor story is now available as a classic board book all the world is here it is there it is everywhere all the world is right where you are now following a

circle of family and friends through the course of a day from morning until night this book affirms the importance of all things great and small in our world from the tiniest shell on the

beach to the warmth of family connections to the widest sunset sky now available as a classic board book this caldecott honor picture book written by liz garton scanlon and illustrated by

marla frazee is perfect for the youngest of readers

Ask a Manager

2018-05-01

i m a huge fan of alison green s ask a manager column this book is even better robert sutton author of the no asshole rule and the asshole survival guide ask a manager is the book i

wish i d had in my desk drawer when i was starting out or even let s be honest fifteen years in sarah knight new york times bestselling author of the life changing magic of not giving a f

ck a witty practical guide to navigating 200 difficult professional conversations ten years as a workplace advice columnist has taught alison green that people avoid awkward

conversations in the office because they don t know what to say thankfully alison does in this incredibly helpful book she takes on the tough discussions you may need to have during

your career you ll learn what to say when colleagues push their work on you then take credit for it you accidentally trash talk someone in an email and hit reply all you re being

micromanaged or not being managed at all your boss seems unhappy with your work you got too drunk at the christmas party with sharp sage advice and candid letters from real life

readers ask a manager will help you successfully navigate the stormy seas of office life



Can't and Won't

2014-04-03

can t and won t is the new collection from lydia davis one of the greatest short story writers alive winner of the man booker international prize 2013 lydia davis has been universally

acclaimed for the wit insight and genre defying formal inventiveness of her sparkling stories with titles like a story of stolen salamis letters to a frozen pea manufacturer a small story

about a small box of chocolates and can t and won t the stories in this new collection illuminate particular moments in ordinary lives and find in them the humorous the ironic and the

surprising above all the stories revel in and grapple with the joys and constraints of language achieving always the extraordinary unmatched precision which makes lydia davis one of the

greatest contemporary writers on the international stage praise for lydia davis what stories precise and piercing extremely funny nearly all are unlike anything you ve ever read metro to

read the collected stories of lydia davis is to be reminded of the grand echoing mind chambers created by sebald or recent coetzee a writer of vast intelligence and originality independent

on sunday among my most favourite writers read her now a m homes lydia davis is the author of collected stories one novel and six short story collections the most recent of which was

a finalist for the 2007 national book award she is the recipient of a macarthur fellowship and was named an officer of the order of arts and letters by the french government for her fiction

and her translations of modern writers including gustave flaubert and marcel proust she won the man booker international prize in 2013

I Love You, Stinky Face

2004-02

this award winning book has delighted parents and children everywhere and it now is available for the first time as a board book

I Can Dance

2015-09-15



readers make dancers disco tap or pirouette just by wiggling their fingers but wait there s even more fun in an impressive gatefold finale readers use two sets of hands to help the

dancers perform an encore with interactive holes on every page and a satisfying touch and feel cover this charming board book is the perfect way to play and read together

In the Dream House

2019-11-05

a revolutionary memoir about domestic abuse by the award winning author of her body and other parties in the dream house is carmen maria machado s engrossing and wildly innovative

account of a relationship gone bad and a bold dissection of the mechanisms and cultural representations of psychological abuse tracing the full arc of a harrowing relationship with a

charismatic but volatile woman machado struggles to make sense of how what happened to her shaped the person she was becoming and it s that struggle that gives the book its

original structure each chapter is driven by its own narrative trope the haunted house erotica the bildungsroman through which machado holds the events up to the light and examines

them from different angles she looks back at her religious adolescence unpacks the stereotype of lesbian relationships as safe and utopian and widens the view with essayistic

explorations of the history and reality of abuse in queer relationships machado s dire narrative is leavened with her characteristic wit playfulness and openness to inquiry she casts a

critical eye over legal proceedings fairy tales star trek and disney villains as well as iconic works of film and fiction the result is a wrenching riveting book that explodes our ideas about

what a memoir can do and be

Merci Suárez Can't Dance

2021-04-06

in meg medina s follow up to her newbery medal winning novel merci takes on seventh grade with all its travails of friendship family love and finding your rhythm seventh grade is going

to be a real trial for merci suárez for science she s got no nonsense mr ellis who expects her to be a smart as her brother roli she s been assigned to co manage the tiny school store

with wilson bellevue a boy she barely knows but whom she might actually like and she s tangling again with classmate edna santos who is bossier and more obnoxious than ever now

that she is in charge of the annual heart ball one thing is for sure though merci suárez can t dance not at the heart ball or anywhere else dancing makes her almost as queasy as love



does especially now that tía inés her merengue teaching aunt has a new man in her life unfortunately merci can t seem to avoid love or dance for very long she used to talk about

everything with her grandfather lolo but with his alzheimer s getting worse each day whom can she trust to help her make sense of all the new things happening in her life the suárez

family is back in a touching funny story about growing up and discovering love s many forms including how we learn to love and believe in ourselves

Norwegian Wood

2011-10-10

a masterly novel new york times such is the exquisite gossamer construction of murakami s writing that everything he chooses to describe trembles with symbolic possibility guardian

read the haunting love story that turned murakami into a literary superstar when he hears her favourite beatles song toru watanabe recalls his first love naoko the girlfriend of his best

friend kizuki immediately he is transported back almost twenty years to his student days in tokyo adrift in a world of uneasy friendships casual sex passion loss and desire to a time when

an impetuous young woman called midori marches into his life and he has to choose between the future and the past murakami s new book novelist as a vocation is available now

evocative entertaining sexy and funny but then murakami is one of the best writers around time out poignant romantic and hopeless it beautifully encapsulates the heartbreak and loss of

faith sunday times this book is undeniably hip full of student uprisings free love booze and 1960s pop it s also genuinely emotionally engaging and describes the highs of adolescence as

well as the lows independent on sunday

They Both Die at the End

2017-09-07

a love story with a difference an unforgettable tale of life loss and making each day count in the international no 1 bestselling book of tiktok fame clocking over 100 million views and

counting don t miss the first to die at the end the prequel to they both die at the end on september 5th a little after midnight death cast calls mateo torrez and rufus emeterio to give them

some bad news they re going to die today mateo and rufus are total strangers but for different reasons they re both looking to make a new friend on their end day the good news there s

an app for that it s called the last friend and through it rufus and mateo are about to meet up for one last great adventure to live a lifetime in a single day another beautiful heartbreaking



and life affirming book from the brilliant adam silvera author of more happy than not history is all you left me what if it s us here s to us and the infinity cycle series praise for adam

silvera there isn t a teenager alive who won t find their heart described perfectly on these pages patrick ness author of the knife of never letting go adam silvera is a master at capturing

the infinite small heartbreaks of love and loss and grief nicola yoon author of everything everything a phenomenal talent juno dawson author of clean and wonderland bold and haunting

lauren oliver author of delirium

The Pout-Pout Fish

2008-03-18

the first book in the new york times bestselling pout pout fish series from deborah diesen and illustrator dan hanna deep in the water mr fish swims about with his fish face stuck in a

permanent pout can his pals cheer him up will his pout ever end is there something he can learn from an unexpected friend swim along with the pout pout fish as he discovers that being

glum and spreading dreary wearies isn t really his destiny bright ocean colors and playful rhyme come together in this fun fish story that s sure to turn even the poutiest of frowns upside

down the pout pout fish is a 2009 bank street best children s book of the year

The Dragon Can't Dance

2015

in trinidad the martial arts dancer aldrick prospect fights the commercialization of the mardi gras carnival sick to see the country s traditions destroyed warrior contests have been

replaced by games for tourists he joins a coup d etat serves a stint in jail and never dances again



I Love You to the Moon and Back

2017-09-05

the sun rises and a bear and cub begin their day together they splash in the water climb mountains and watch the shimmering sky they show their love by touching noses playing chase

and of course hugging a sweet gentle rhyme perfect for sharing with a special little one

Richard Scarry's Please and Thank You Book

2024-04-30

join richard scarry s beloved characters huckle cat lowly worm and more on a very busy day in busytown as they learn how to be polite helpful stay safe and have a great time a

beautifully produced faber scarry publication

I Love My Mummy

2012-11-26

a sweet rhyming picture book about the special relationship between mother and child with a gentle rhyming story and lovely illustrations this is a book to be loved shared and treasured

the perfect gift for every family for new mothers on mother s day or at any time of the year from the author of picture book classic giraffes can t dance this sweet and heartwarming ditty

told in witty rhyme by giles andreae has cosy bright illustrations and is filled with feel good charm junior magazine winner of the book trust early years award



A Time to Dance

2014-05-01

padma venkatraman s inspiring story of a young girl s struggle to regain her passion and find a new peace is told lyrically through verse that captures the beauty and mystery of india

and the ancient bharatanatyam dance form this is a stunning novel about spiritual awakening the power of art and above all the courage and resilience of the human spirit veda a

classical dance prodigy in india lives and breathes dance so when an accident leaves her a below knee amputee her dreams are shattered for a girl who s grown used to receiving

applause for her dance prowess and flexibility adjusting to a prosthetic leg is painful and humbling but veda refuses to let her disability rob her of her dreams and she starts all over again

taking beginner classes with the youngest dancers then veda meets govinda a young man who approaches dance as a spiritual pursuit as their relationship deepens veda reconnects

with the world around her and begins to discover who she is and what dance truly means to her

Woodland Dance!

2023-09-05

the moose plays the cello the deer violin and it s one two three one two three time to begin this mystical waltzing board book from the one and only sandra boynton is a magical book to

share with a magical child woodland animals heed the call of the fox s bugle to join the woodland dance in a moonlit glade dancing all night to the music of the woodland dance trio as

the animals wander off to bed the trio plays one last piece to welcome the sun in this rhythmic story that s a lovely lyrical way to start or end the day they waltz or they foxtrot they pivot

and prance and they dance and they dance and they dance and they dance

Sometimes I Like to Curl Up in a Ball

2021-04-07



the first book in the internationally beloved little wombat series about a playful little wombat exploring and adventuring through the world around him sometimes i like to curl up in a ball

so no one can see me because i m so small little wombat spends a day doing his favourite things strutting around and around like a pigeon until he falls down sticking out his tongue and

pulling funny faces and then he jumps as high as he can and sees how much noise he can make when he lands but when the sun sets and the day ends he does the thing he likes best

of all going back home to his mother and curling into a ball good night

Leonard Doesn't Dance

2023-02

a toe tapping story about finding your own rhythm from the award winning creators of goodnight mice all the birds are excited about the big beaky bird ball except leonard his warble

warble waltz with the magpies is more wobble wobble and his caw caw can can with the crows is a can t can t the puffins are prancing the rosellas are rocking and you should see the

flamingo go go go everyone is jumping and jiving but not leonard leonard doesn t dance then an unexpected encounter changes everything from the award winning creators of goodnight

mice comes a toe tapping story about finding your own rhythm awards for goodnight mice winner 2012 prime minister s literary award for children s fiction notable book cbca book of the

year award early childhood praise for goodnight mice utterly flawless use of rich and poetic language a bedtime story to read aloud with gusto to delight in and to savour very highly

recommended sydney s child a charming funny and reassuring story for littlies recommended magpies a story which will be read again and again west australian

Book on the Dance Floor

2020-12-10

in the spring of 1997 the promotion of the history album seemed as if it would continue for quite a while especially since michael jackson s eponymous european tour was imminent and

yet contrary to fans expectations a new album entitled blood on the dance floor was announced more than two decades later brice najar decided to explore the history of this unusual and

very special collection of music in the king of pop s discography as in najar s previous book let s make history he reached out to michael jackson s collaborative partners through their

stories he was able to fully examine this era and to understand the context of jackson s creative process during this time ultimately book on the dance floor serves as a complement to



najar s previous work and adds to fans insights into jackson s life and legacy

Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs

2006-05-09

giles andreae and russell ayto s super fun captain flinn and the pirate dinosaurs flinn is at school looking in the art cupboard for some coloured pens to finish off his dinosaur drawing

when he stumbles upon captain stubble a real live pirate captain he tells flinn that his ship the acorn has been stolen and that he needs flinn to help him rescue it back stubble makes

flinn the captain and they sail away on an old pirate ship they finally find the acorn but to their horror realise it s been stolen by pirate dinosaurs captain flinn and his crew attack the

dinosaurs and after much fighting seize control of the ship once more flinn and his friends then sail back to the harbour clambering through the boatshed door and back into the art

cupboard without the teacher even noticing they ve been gone giles andreae is an award winning children s author and has written both fiction titles and best selling picture books his

picture book the lion who wanted to dance won the federation of children s book award in the best picture book category in 1998 however he is probably most famous as the creator of

the phenomenally successful purple ronnie britain s favourite stickman giles lives in notting hill with his wife and three young children russell has illustrated books by prolific children s

authors such as ian whybrow and cressida cowell the witch s children was shortlisted for the greenaway last year and this year the witch s children and the queen is on the smarties

shortlist russell lives in penzance cornwall don t miss the other captain flinn picture books they re all rip roaring fun captain flinn and the pirate dinosaurs captain flinn and the pirate

dinosaurs missing treasure captain flinn and the pirate dinosaurs smugglers bay captain flinn and the pirate dinosaurs the magic cutlass and giles andreae s brilliant book with illustrator

korky paul sir scallywag and the golden underpants

The Chowpatty Cooking Club

2022-01-17

bombay 1942 with mahatma gandhi s call to the british to quit india the city has become a hotbed of revolutionary activity student protests secret magazines and even an underground

people s radio which broadcasts news that the british want concealed sakina and her friends zenobia and mehul desperately want to be part of this struggle for freedom but there is little



that they are permitted to do but at least they are trying to do something useful while their mothers are only running a cooking club the songs of freedom series explores the lives of

children across india during the struggle for independence

Listen to the Dance Music

2017-09

aimed at the very young this work has a button on every spread which triggers one of six different types of dance music from the charleston to the salsa
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